


LOWER ELEMENTARY SUBMISSIONS

GRADES K through 2nd



Artist Name: Amaira Dive

Grade: Kindergarten

School: Virtual Campus

Artwork Title: Friends Make Us Smile

Statement: “Having somebody besides us 
makes me feel good.”



Artist Name: Naitya Bharane

Grade: 1st

School: Hamlin Elementary

Artwork Title: Kids Playtime

Statement: “kids are feeling good by 
flying the kites together.”



Artist Name: Ashwin Ananth

Grade: 2nd

School: Brewster Elementary

Artwork Title: Happy Panda

Statement: “This panda is feeling good 
due to enjoying nature, playing with 
butterfly, and enjoying with nice 
weather.”



UPPER ELEMENTARY SUBMISSIONS

GRADES 3rd through 5th



Artist Name: Colin Price

Grade: 3rd

School: Musson

Artwork Title: Feeling Good

Statement: “The boy is doing what he 
likes, and relaxing in the sun on the 
beach ”



Artist Name: Harshitha  

Grade: 4th

School: Virtual Camps

Artwork Title: Nature is the Best 
Medicine

Statement: “Enjoying nature with loved 
ones is the best medicine to stay 
positive.”



Artist Name: Alina Ju  

Grade: 4th

School: Virtual Camps

Artwork Title: I AM FEELING GOOD!

Statement: “[Nurse Alavara] is an elf from Spring 
Land. There, they only have one season: SPRING! 
She doesn’t usually visit planet earth, but because 
of Covid-19, she brings natural remedies like 
flowers, butterflies, and magic sprinkles from her 
world to heal everyone here at Ascension 
Providence Hospital. In return she only expects to 
hear three words: I AM FEELING GOOD! [Butterflies 
and Blooming Flowers] symbolizes RENEWAL, 
HOPE and TRANSFORMATION to a happier life. *I 
drew Alavara's face and flowers by using water 
color & I drew all the butterflies by hand and colored 
them by markers. Enjoy!!”



MIDDLE SCHOOL SUBMISSIONS

GRADES 6th through 8th



Artist Name: Anastasiya Kovalchuk

Grade: 7th

School: Reuther Middle School

Artwork Title: In a World that you can be 
anything be KIND.

Statement: “The quality of being 
friendly, generous and considerate.”



Artist Name: Genevieve Brown

Grade: 8th

School: Van Hoosen Middle School

Artwork Title: Azalea

Statement: “Flowers represent joy and 
are given to people as a show of 
gratitude and thanks. Things like the 
sun warming up your face can make you 
feel good even if it’s only for a moment.”



Artist Name: Leo Comfort

Grade: 8th

School: West Middle School

Artwork Title: Better Together

Statement: “To me, feeling good means 
having a good time with friends and 
feeling loved. In this artwork, I drew two 
people holding hands. They symbolize 
friendship and the importance of having 
a friend to lean on when times get 
tough.”



HIGH SCHOOL SUBMISSIONS

GRADES 9th through 12th



Artist Name: Fenrris Pearson

Grade: 10th

School: Rochester High School

Artwork Title: Spread Your Wings

Statement: “It’s meant to be uplifting 
and symbolize spreading your wings 
and taking off at the beginning of the 
day.”



Artist Name: Ananya Prashar

Grade: 10th

School: Stoney Creek High School

Artwork Title: Peace Lilies

Statement: “Serene watercolors and 
calming shades make up this beautiful 
image of something that I love and 
cherish connecting with: nature! Peace 
lilies, well, bring peace to the seeker! 
Nature is always calming and it makes 
me feel good, whether I'm looking at it 
or in it, and I hope this positive and 
peaceful emotion that I feel towards 
nature can be conveyed to these kids 
through my artwork!”



Artist Name: Madelyn Hichme

Grade: 12th

School: Stoney Creek High School

Artwork Title: Paper Planes

Statement: “Love often makes you feel swept 
away. In this painting, I wanted to illustrate how 
falling in love, or just feeling love in general, can 
blow you away like a storm blowing away paper 
airplanes. All the emotions running in can be 
overwhelming--but in a joyous way, like the 
multitude of bright colors in a rainbow. I hope 
that looking at this, along with my message of 
love, just makes people feel good. The bright 
colors and child-like memories of a paper 
airplane were just designed for happiness.”


